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Nightingale is excited to announce its success in the 2023 
Canadian Business Awards after being named Best Chair and 
Seating Making Specialists of the Year by Corporate Vision.
  
Notable past winners of this award are the University of 
Toronto, Bruce Power, Molson Coors and the Ontario Science 
Centre. Nightingale is pleased to be named alongside these 
and many other distinguishable Canadian companies.
 
This win marks Nightingale’s fourth time receiving a distinction 
from the Canadian Business Awards. This renewed recognition 
motivates the company to continue innovating, creating and 
delivering the highest quality products to its customers.

The Canadian Business Awards judging panel examines 
companies based on their industry expertise, dedication to 
client satisfaction and an ongoing commitment to excellence 
and innovation. Winning this award exposes Nightingale to 
more local businesses along with Corporate Vision’s 155,000 
subscribers. 

Nightingale is thrilled to be recognized as Best Chair and 
Seating Making Specialists of the Year by Corporate Vision 
for the 2023 Canadian Business Awards. 

Nightingale Wins 
Bespoke Office Chair 
Manufacturer Of 
The Year 2023!

Bespoke Office Chair
Manufacturer of the Year 2023

Canadian
Business 
Awards

corporatevision
Future of better business

2023
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REWARD

Nightingale has a variety of Executive Lounge seating options that are crafted to  
provide ultimate luxury and comfort.  

The Khroma, Presider, Reward, Manno and Tuxedo are all seating options that use 
the Pillow Upholstery technique. 

Pillow Upholstery is a technique that is used with vinyl, leather or leather plus to  
provide a wrinkled, plush appearance and to "puff up" the cushioning.

The pillow upholstery technique allows the user to experience the full level  
of comfort provided by Nightingale’s Enersorb foam. This looser upholstery  
technique lets the plush foam shine through by not condensing the material as  
a result of pulling the leather or vinyl tightly over the padding.  

What You NEED To Know About  

PILLOW UPHOLSTERY
PILLOW  
UPHOLSTERY
This technique involves working  
with our innovative and exceptionally  
comfortable Enersorb™ memory foam and 
fibre materials that result in a plush and 
very comfortable chair to sit in on  
select models. 

The material that is used to cover this 
foam is almost always leather or vinyl 
as the cover is sewn and loosely pulled 
over the foam to ensure that the fibre and 
foam retain their shape and are able to 
move. A wrinkled or pleated appearance 
is normal when this upholstery technique 
is applied and limited to a selected series 
of products such as Tuxedo, Presider, 
Khroma, Reward and Manno series.

TUXEDO

MANNO KHROMAPRESIDER
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The standard upholstery technique over traditional molded and fabric foam such 
as what can be seen in our EC1, EC2, EC3, EC4 and EC5 chairs provides the chair 
with a sleeker design.

This look is a result of the taut pull of leather or vinyl over the foam. 

This will provide a uniform look to all chairs.

To summarize when looking for a fully upholstered executive chair, please keep in mind 
the various techniques, standard or pillow, which can be used to achieve the look and 
feel you desire.

What You NEED To Know About  

STANDARD UPHOLSTERY

EC3

STANDARD  
UPHOLSTERY
This technique involves working  
with fabricated or molded foam that 
results in a unifrom appearance and sleek 
look when sewn covers are incorporated 
into the upholstery. This provides an 
attractive design.

The materials used to cover this foam can 
be leather, vinyl or fabric. The cover can 
be a complete piece of material; which 
is referred to as a "pull over" or can be a 
sewn cover that is tightly pulled over the 
foam, thus clearly following the shape 
of the foamed part. This technique will 
generally provide a more firm sitting 
experience. Depending on the material 
used, the firmness can vary alot.

Pillow  
Upholstery

Standard  
Upholstery

Design shiny, wrinkled, plush design sleek design

Usage vinyl, leather or leather plus vinyl, leather or fabric

Comfort enhanced comfort firm comfort

Stiffness loose tight

EC4 EC5EC2EC1
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The Danforth II is a modern lounge seating option that’s 
as easy on the eyes as it is on the wallet. Designed with 
high–traffic areas in mind, the Danforth II is built with high–
density foam in a modular fashion that allows for ease of 
transport and repairability. Swivel Tablets (ATL/ATR) can also 
be added to Straight Arm single seat units in spaces where 
meetings or out–of–office work might take place along with 
an electrical/usb port.

Danforth II offers three unique styles for arms. Standard 
Straight Arms maintain a clear modular geometric look.

Rolled Arms (RD) give the seat a dressed down appearance 
great for informal settings. Modern Flaired Arms (MF) turn 
Danforth II add character and give the seat a wider, inviting 
appearance.

The Danforth II’s modular construction allows for any unit to 
be built up or disassambled without any tools in a few short 
minutes. If repair or replacement of a panel or cushion is 
necessary, it can be swapped out for a new panel to save 
you money, and save a quality product from the landfil 
before its useful lifespan has expired.

DANFORTH II SERIES

1221-CH-RD

1222-CH-RD

1223-CH-RD

1221-CH

1223-CH

1221-CH-MF

1222-CH-MF1222-CH

1223-CH-MF



General Infomation

Main Office
(905) 896 3434

info@nightingalechairs.com
www.nightingalechairs.com

Sales Inquiries

Customer Care
1 (800) 363-8954 

customercare@nightingalechairs.com

c o n ta c t

®
2

certified by NSF

ISO 14001 & 9001 CERTIFIED
TB117-2013 COMPLIANT

a b o u t  u s

Founded in 1928, Nightingale is a contract seating manufacturer that puts purpose before 
profit. By collaborating with top designers, engineers and research teams, we create 
quality ergonomic products that are good for your body and the planet. Nightingale is one 
of the country’s Greenest Employers and is committed to building products with minimal 
carbon footprints that are recyclable, sustainable and durable. All our products are made 
in our waste-free facility powered by clean energy. As one of the country’s Best Managed 
companies, Nightingale’s commitment to comfort, quality and innovation drives our vision 
to be a global industry leader. 

We invite you to visit us at www.nightingalechairs.com to view all our quality seating 
options, obtain virtual literature, use the My Chair Maker app, learn more about our green 
initiatives and discover Nightingale’s story. 


